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KS 1~1 : MATHEKATICAL METHODS FOR PHYSICAL SCIENCES
1. LINEAR SPACES

Introduction to finite dimensional spaces, Linear
dependence, basis and dimension, Subspace, Linear operators,
Representation theory of operators, Rigen function. ~nd
eigenvalues, Strum Liouville theory, Self adJo~nt
differential equation, Hermitian operator, Sehm1dt
Orhtogonalization, Inner product and normal spaces, Schwartz
inequality.

2. MATRICES

Basic definitions of Ilatrices, Eigenvalue equation,
eigen vectors and eigen values, Her-litian, Unitary,
Orthogonal, Inverse matrices and theil:" properties.
Similarity transformations, Diagonalisation, Pauli's spin
matrioes, Dirac matrices and their properties.

3. INTEGRA! TRNSFORHS

Fourier series, odd and even functions, half range
Fourier Sine and Cosine series, Complex form of Fourier
series, Parseaval's identity for Fourier series, Finite
Fourier transform, Fourier integral, Fourier transform
sine and cosine transform, the convolution theorem,
Parseval.s identity for Fourier transform

Laplaoe transform Definition, important theorems
on Laplace transform~, Inverse Laplace transform, methods of
finding inverse Laplace transform by partial fractions,
convolution ';heorm,A?plicntions of Laplace transform.

4. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS

Bessel functions, bessel differential equations,
generating function, orthogonality of Bessel functions,
properties of Bessel funotions, intoduotion to seoond kind
Bessel function.

generating
properties

Hermite functions,Hermite
function, orthogonality

of Hermite funotions.

differential
of Hermite

equation,
functions,

Legendre
equation, generating
functions, properties

Dirac delta

5. TENSOR ANALYSTS

functions, Legendre differential
function, orthogonality of Legendre

of Legendre functions.
funotion and its properties.

Contravarient and covariant vectors and tensors, Mixed
tensor, scalars, Kronecker delta, symmetric and skew
symmetric tensors, fundamental c,peration with tensors,
Metric tensor, raiSing and lowering of suffixes, Dyclics.

REFERENCES

1. Mathematical llethcds for PhysiCist
G. Arfken,Academic Press, 18E5.

2. Mathellatical !'lethods fo", FlJ,'sjC's
J.Mathell anel R.L.Walker, Benj"lrIin (IBH), 1979.

3. Linear Algebra
Lipsuit~, Schaum." Serie~.

4. Hathematics fOl. Physics ""r.dChrJnu:::try, Vol.r
H.M.Hargen1l.u lind G.M.Murphy, E",,~,-Wes,; Pre!::;s.
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KS 102 : CLASSICAL MECHANICS

"

I
f
I,

1. Mechanics of a particle and system of particles
Applications and problems.

2. VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLE:

Configuration space, some techniques of calculus of
variatiOris, d'-no'tation, applications of variational
principle; -equivalence of Lagrange"s and Newton"s equations,
advantages'of the Lagrangian-formulation, electromechanioal
analogies, Lagranges undetermined multipliers, Lagranges
equation for non-hclonomic systems, applioation of

-- Lagrangian method of undetermined multipliers.

3. HAMILTON'S EQUATIONS All!2'.u.s. APPLICATIONS,

Hamilton"s function and Hamilton':s equation, of motion,
Properties of the "Hamiltonian and Hamiltonian's equation of
motion, Phase space and state space,

4, CANONICAL TRANSFORMATIONS Anfr IRa POISSON BRACKET,

Gauss transformation, canonical transformation, ccndition
for transforltiation to be canonical, ger,.,ratin'g,funotions,
properties of' cart'onical tranFforlllations, canonioal
transformation of the' free particle, Hallliitonian, Poisson,
bracket-definition, some useful indentities, Poisscn
theorem, Jacobi~Pcisson theorem, invarianoe of Poisson
bracket under oanonical transformation, Lagrange bracket.

5, '.HAMILTON-JACOBI ,THEORY

Hamilton-Jacobi eguation, separaticn of
variables,Jaoobi's theorem,ocnnection with oanonioal
transformation, applications of ~amilton-jacobi theory,
aotion angle variables.

6. SMAn OSCTI.I.ATIONS :

Types of eguillibria and the potential at eguiilibrium,study'
of small oscillatlons using generalised' coordinates,eigen
vectors and eigen frequencies, orthogonality of eigen
vectors small osoillations of particle on string.,,'

" ,,"
7. RIGID m MOTION ,

L Euler's angles, moment of inertia tensor, itseigen value and'pr'inoiple axis transformation, method ofsolving rigid body problems "od Euler's equations of motion.
REFERENCES

1. Classical Mechanics, Ed.II
H.Goldstein, Addison Wesley, 1880.

2. Introduction to Classical Mechanics
R.G.Takwale and F,S.Puranic, Tata McGraw Hill Company

3. Introduction to the Principles of Classical Mechanics
Hauser, Addison Wesley.

,4. Classical Mechanics
N.C.Rana and P.S. Joae, Tat"" MoGrau jlill Company, 1991

S. Classical Mechanics
Y.R.lIaghmare. Pr;;ntice f,aU of ~r.dia.
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KS 193 , QUANTUMMECHANICS • " ..;, . . ." , •

1. GENERAl, FORMULATIoN Q.E. liAYE. MECHANICS :

Fundamental postulat~s of wave, "mechan",ics;..
correspondance principle, eigenvalues, eigenfunctions,
cOlllpleteness and normalization of wavefunctions, clOsure
property, eypansion coefficients, eigen functicns in
momentum space, introduct,ion to bra and ket notation and
their propertie~.

2. OPERATORS lli QUANT!!MMECHANICS

Operators, their eigenvalues and eigenfunctions,
Hermitian, Unitary, parity operators and their properties,
CClllmutators_ definition, commutator algebra, fundamental
aommutators in Quantum Ileahanics, aOJlmuting operators and
their physical signifiaance. 501ution of l~O Harmonia
Oscillator using'ladder operators.

3. ANGULAR MOMENTUM
•

Angular Jlomentum operatcr, Linear mOlllentu~operator as
generator'of translation, orbital angular momentum operator
as ~eneratinr: of rotation, eigen val~e,~ and eigenfunctions
of Land Lz using explicit forms of Land Lz in sPheric,l
co-ordinates, Various commutaticn relations between

2
L ,

LX,Ly and L~. determination of eigenvalue spectl'um of J , J
zwhere J is any angular molltnetum operator, Addition of two

angular Ilomenta .' development of the necessary theory,
Clebesah-Gol'don coeffioients. .

-4. MATRIX FORMULATION ill QUANTUM MECHANICS

!latrices in QuantulII Mechanios, transformation theory,
Unitary matrix, Projeoticn operator.

5. APPIlOXIMATR METHODS LtI. QUANTUM MECHANICS

Variational lltehtod: General charaoteristics of the
method, appliaatlon to estilflation of energy of grcund stateand excited state.

TiGe independent pertul'bation theory Stationary
perturbation theory for degenerate and non-degenerate aase;
first order and seound order perturbation, Applications to
problems such as perturbation of an oscillator, Zeeman
effect without eleotron spin, first order Stal'k effect in,Hydl'ogan.

REFERENCES

1. Quantullt Mechanics
L.I. Schiff, Me Graw Hill, Koga Kusha, 1968.

2. A text book of Quantullt Mechanics
P.M.Hathew and K.Venkatesan, Tata MoGraw Hill, 1981.

3. QUlUltulIMeahanics, Vol.I
A. Hessiah, North Holl'and, "1972.

4. Quantum Mechanics,
E.llerzbacher, lIiley Eastern, 197",

5. Quantum Mechanics,
A.K.Ghatak and S.Lokanathan, MaoMillan India, 1979.6. Quantum Mechanias,
A.S.Davydov, PergsllIon Press', 1978.
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ELECTRONICS

1. DIODES AWl CIRCIJIT APPLICATIONS,

Forward bias snd reverse bias I-V oharacteristics,ideal
diode,diode large signal and small signal model.
Applications: Reotifiers, Clipping, or limiting
circuits,Clamping,Voltage multipliers,Amplitude demodulation,
Diode logic gates,

2. BIPOLAR JUNCTION TRANSISTORS:

Transistor operatiG!'(p~n~p 8<n-p-n), characteristics (input,
output & transf~r),small signal and large signal
models,common base,common emitter and common collector
configurations,Biasing circuits,Fixed snd self
biasing, Design of Biasing ci'rouit',load ,)ine(ac and
dC),Transistor as an ampl:.fier ..Transistor as a switch.

-3. E!I and HOSFET:
Juction 'FET,I-V characteristics,JFET as an
amplifier, Comparision wi~h 8JT, MOSFET (depletion and
enhancementtype),Biasing circuit for JFET and MOSFET.

4. FEEDBACK AMPLIFIERS Alti.l.OSCILLATORS,

Basic concept of
feedback, Advantages of
feedback on gain,input
noise and distortion.

feedback,positive feedback, negative
negative feedback, Effect of negative
impedance, output impedance, bandwidth,

Feedback configurations: shunt-shunt, series-series,
series-shunt and shunt-series.
Oscillators:
oscillators,
llien bridge,
oscillatOrs.

Sinusoidal oscillators, nonsinusoidal
RC oscillators and LC o~cillators, Phase shift,

Colpitt, Eartley and tuned circuit, crystal

5. OPAMP and Applications:

Ideal DPAM? parameterS,Basic Qircuit block, input and
output offset current and voltages,bias current, slew rate,
Inverting amplifier, non-inverting amplifier, voltage
follower, comparator, integrator and differentiator,

~ logarithmic amplifier.
\..

6. POWER SUPPLIES :

ERES using IC 723, design of positive voltage regula-
tor, concept of negative regulator. Extension to high volt-
age and high current. Concept of constant current source and
DC to DC convertor. Three terminal regulators, 7BXX and 79XX
series voltage multipliers, SCR controlled power supplies.
Programmable power supplies.

5
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7. IllTROD!JCTION III NW:!BER SYSTEMS AtID. LOGIC GATES

•

Number systems:
Gray, ASCII, EBCDIC,
interconversion.

Binary,
Excess-

octal,
:1 code

hexadecimal,
etc. and

BCD,
their

Basic logic operations: NOT, OR and AND, Positive and
negative logic,

logic gates: AND, OR, NOT, XOR, NOR,
BS a universal building blocks, Standard
gates, Propagation delay, fan in,
dissipation etc,

NAND, NAND
TTL NAND

. fanout,

and NOR
gate, Ie
power

6_:E.I..I..E.FLOeS ~ I1Ul.TIYIBRATDRS AI:l.D.ARIIHMATIC CIRCUITS-

sa latoh,JK
flop, T flip

flip flop, JK master slave flip flop,
flop. o flip

Kultivibrator circuits: l1onostable, astable and
bistable, FF as II bi"ltable rlultivibrator circuit, IC 555 as
a timer, Hultivibrator circuits using IC 741 and IC 555.

Half

REFERENCES

Arithmetic circuits: Binary addition and substra~tion,
adder, Full adder and substractor circuits.

1. Electronic Principles,
A.P.Malvino, McGraw Hill Company.

2. Electronic Fundamentals and Applications,Edition 5
J.D.Ryder, Prentioe Hall of India, 1981.

3. Integrated Electrcnics
J.Millman and C.C.Halkias, Mc Grall Hill Company, 1981.

4. Electronic Devices and Circuits,
A.l'Iottershead, Prentics Hall of India, 1981.

5. Operational Amplifiers,
G.B.Clayton, Butterworth.

6. Digital Principles and Applications, Edition 4
A.P.Halvino and n.P.Leach, McGraw Hill Company.

6
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• <4•••KS 1"5

PART- A

-'_1
" .t'

GENERAL LABORATORY I
,'; ,

1. Electronically regulated power supply using IC 123 and
measur~ments of performance with DMM.

2. Operational Amplifier - Character ist ies ond
measurements. ,, , •

3. Differential ' Amplifier - Characteristics .od

parameter

parameter measurements.

4. Voltage to 'Frequency convertor using IC 741.
5. Design, build and test llien bridge oscillator.

6. Design,build and test Phase 'shift oscillator using IC

Verification of De Morgan's theorem using 'logic gates.,

741jtransistor", -

StudY.of Multivibrator's._ ..,-' .7.

6.

~ 9.
\......pART B

1.

Study of ADDER

Resistivity of
. . .
probe method.

and SUBTRACTER circuits using logic Sates..

germanium at various temperatures using Four

2. Fermi level determination as a function of temperature.

3. Study of thermionic emission and determination of work
function. , .

4.

5.

C
6.

7.

B.
9.

Measurements of ultrasonic velocity in liquids.

Study of the dispersion relation for the monoatomic lattioe
and diatomio lattioe.

Energy band gap measurement of a semiconduotor.
Ionic conductivity of Neel.

Study of temperature to frquency oonvertor.

Determination of ultrasonlc velooities in metals, polymers et

.-' ..

Note Students are advised to oomplete at least 6 experiements fromeach part.

7



KS 2~1 , SOLID STATE PHYSICS I
1. !HE.CRYSTALLINESTATE

Miller Indiees, Bravais lattices, interplanar
distances, SOlie siDple crystal structures such as NaCl,
CsCl, ZnS, Diamcnd, Her etc, Wigner Seitz cell, The
reciproo13.l l13.ttioe and its properties.

2. DIFFRACTIONQ[X-RAYSaY CpYSTALS

Cl:ystal as a grating for X-rays, Bragg's diffraction
condition- in direct lattice and in reciprocal lattiee .. X-
ray diffl:action, geometrical structure factor, atolllic
structure factor for FCC, BCC and diamond structure. X-ray
diffraction methods - Laue, rotating orystal and powder
method, Analysis of cubic crystal by powder method.

3. PHONONSAIill LATTICEyIBRATIONS

Vibrations of monaatomic lattice, Lattice vibrations
of diatomic lattice, Optical and acoustic modes of
vibrations, Quantization of lattioe vibrations, phonons,
phoncn momentum, inelastio scattering of neutrons by
phonons, lattioe heat capacity, Einstein.!; model of heat
capacity density of modes in one and three dimensions,
Debye T3 law, Anharmonic crystal in+,"'ractions and thermal
expansion, thermal conductivity, Umklapp processes.

4. E.RE.E.ELECTRONTHEORYOf. METALS

Free electron model, energy levels and density of
orbitals in one dimension and three dimensions, Therl\lionic
emission frail metals, Field enhanced electron emission frolll
Jletals, changes of work function due to adsorbed atOllS, Hall
effect in metals.

5. BARfr THEORYQE METALS

Periodic potential, Bloch theorem, Kroning penny
model,reduced zane soheme, effective mass of electron,
nearly free electron model, origin of energy gap, tight
binding approximation, Wigner-Seitz l\lethod, APWmethod, OPW
and pseudo potential.

REFERENCES

1. Solid State Physics,
A.J.Dekkar, Me Hillan Students Ed.

2, Introduction to Solid State Physics,
C.Kittel, Wiley Eastern Ltd., Edition 5

3. Solid State Physics,
C.M.Kaohhava, Tata Me Grall Hill Edition.

4. Solid State Physics,
N.W.Ashorcft and N.D.Marllin, HoIt- Saunders International Ed.

5. Solid State Physics,
L.Azzroff, Tata Mc Grall Hill Edition.

8
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KS 21112 , STATISTICAL MECHANICS

1. Speoification of the state of system ( classical as well as
quantum ), Phase space, Liouville"s theorem, ",tatistical
ensemble, 'accessible states, postulate of equal a priori
probability, density of states and its behaviour for ideal
monoatomio gas in classical li~it, statistical definition ofentropy.

2. ENSEMBLES AtID.THERMODYNAMIC; QUANTITIES:

Mierae,an"onical ense~lble, canonical 'ensemble, Grand
canonical ensemble, partition function, evaluation of
thermodynamic quantities from partition function,
application to ideal gas, Gibb"s paradox.

3. FORHULATION Q.E QUANTUM STATISTICS :
•

Density matrix,
statistical mechanics,
equilibrium, ensembles in

Liouville's theorem
condition for

quantum mechanics.
in quantum
statistical

4.

5.

MAXWEl.l.BOLTZMANN. m EINSTEIN Al:I.J1 FERMI DIRAC'STATISTICS :

The various statistics in quantum mechanics, quantum
distribution functions, the Boltzmann limit of Bose Einstein
and Fermi Dirac gas, evaluation of the partition function,
partition function of diatomic molecules, equation of state
of an ideal gas.

IDEAl,m SYSTEM

Photon, gas" Planck's law, Bose Einstein condensation, Ideal
Fel'lllisystem Fermi energy, mean energy of Fermion at T= 0
K, electron gas, Fermi energy as a function of temperature,
electronic specific heat.

6. Boltzmann
Bo1 t2:mann

transport eustion"
transport equation.

electrical conductivity using

REFERENCES

1.

C 2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Fundamentals of Statistical and Thermal Physics,
F.Reif, Me Graw Hill Company.

Statistical Mechanics,
Kerson Huang, Wiley Eastern Ltd., 1963.

Introduction to Statistical Mechanics,
B,B.Laud, Macmillan, India, '1981.

Statistical Mechanics,
J.E.Mayer and M.G.Mayer, John \liley, 1940.

Statistical Physics, Ed.II
L.P.Landau and E.M.Lifshit2, Pergamon Press, 1958.

Statistical Physics,
R.K.Pathria, Pergamon Press, 1972.

9
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KS 283 , ELECTRODYNAMICS

1. MAXWELL'SEQUATIONS,

Electrodynamics before Maxwell, modification of
Ampere's law, Maxwell's ",<;iuations, magnetic charge,
Faraday's law for moving media, Maxwell's equations for
noving media.

2. ENERGY.PORCE~ HOMENTUMRElATION l[ ELECTROMAGNETICFIELD

Energy relations in quasi stationary current
force on a current stystem, Inductance, Magnetic
force, general expressions fer electromagnetic
Poynting's theorem.

3. liAY.E.EQUATIONEOll.ELECTROMAGNETICFIELDS,

system,
volume

energy-

The 'lave equations, plane waves, radiation pressure,
plane waves in moving media, reflection and refractions at
plane boundaries, the waves in conducting media, metallicreflection.

4. Ilia INHOHOGENEOUSH.AY.E.EQIJATION,

Scalar and veotor potentials, Gauge transformations,
Coulomb gauge and Lorentz gauge, the 'lave equation for
potentials, solution by Fourier analysis, radiation' fields,
Hertz potential, electric dipole radiation.

5. COYARIANTFORMULATIONQi. ELECTRODYNAtlICS:

Experimental basis for special relativity, the
Lorentz transformations, law of velocity addition, the
Lorent.z transfcrllation of Four vector, four velocit.y, fcur
accelaration, four momentum, relation between energy
momentum and mass, the l1inkowski force, four veotors to
charge and potential, electromagnetic field tensor, Lorent.z
force, invariance of Maxwell's field equations under
relativistic (Lorentz's) transformation, covarience and
tensor form of Maxwell's field equation, oovarience form of
Lorentz transformation.

REFERENCES

1. Classical Electrodynamics,Ed.II
W.K.H. Panfsky and M.Philips, Addison-Wesley, 1962.

2. Classical Electrodynamics,Ed.II
J.D.Jackson, Wiley Eastern Company Ltd.,1978.

3. Foundations of Electromagnetio Theory, Ed.II
J_R.Reit.z and F.J.Hilford, Addison Wesley,19S7.

4. Introduction to Electromagnetic Fields and "'aves,
D.R.Corson and P.Lorrain, Freeman, 1962.

5. Classioal Electrodynamics, Ed, II
Griffits, Prentice Hall of Indin.

S. ElectrOllagoetics, Ed .11
B.B.Laud, Wiley Eastern Ltd.
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tiS ze4 , COMPUTATIONAL METHODS IH PHYSICAL SCIENCES
I. Some Computer Programming TopicE

Functions and Subroutines, Common Block and Equivalence
declarations.

II.Numerical Mehtods in FORTRAN ,
In the following topics On numerical methods, students

are expected to be able to write programs, subprograms or
program segments as well as perform numerical oalculations
using elactronic calculators and mathematical tables.

1. ITERATIVE METHOP E.QE. SQI,UTION Q.£ ALGEBRAIC EQUATIONS

Newton Raphson method, iteration method, method of
false position, rate of convergence,comparision of these
methods, ohoioe -of an iterative method and implementation.

2. SOLUTION QI. SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS

Directs methods - Cramer
method, pivotal condensation,
Seidl'llmethod, Jacobi method.

3. INTERPOLATION

<' ., , ••
rule, Gauss elimination

iterative methods, -Gauss

Lagrange and Newton interpolation methods, Finite
differnece operators, interpolating polynomials using finite
differences, differnece tables~ central, forward, backward.

4. NUMERICAL HITEGRATION

Methods based on interpolation, methods based on
undetermined coefficients, composite integration Ilethods~
Trapezoidal. 'and Simpscn's rules, 'double integration
[derivation applications and errOrS in the formulae,
comparison of two formulae ].

5. NUMERICAL DIFFERENTIATION

.nd
Hethods based on interpolation,

undetermined coefficients
finite

I'
differences

6. SOLUTION Q£ DIFFERENTIAl. EQUATIONS

Numerical methods-Euler's method, Modified
method, Single step methods~ Taylor series method,
Kutta methods, Multistep methods, Stability analysis.

Euler
Runge

REFERENCES ,. -.
1. Programming with FORTRAN 11,

Ram Kumar, Tata Mc Graw Hill Company.

2. Introductory methods of Numerical Analysis,
S.S.Sastry, Prentice Hall of India.

,

3. Numerical Mathematical Analysis.
J.B.Scarborough, Oxford, 1964. ;;~

4. Computer Programming in FORTRAN IV,
V.Rajaralllan,Prentice Hall of India, 1814.

5. Ccmputer O"iented Numerioal Methods,
V.Rajaraman, Prentice Mall of India.

11



KS 295 GENERAL LABORATORY II

L

z.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Dra.•• the flow-ehart "0" write • programme t. find bo. root
of bo, equation F(x) 0 0 b, Newton Raph~on method.

Draw bo. flow-chart anc' "rite • programme bo find bh. root
of the equation F(x) • 0 b, Ite.l'ation method.

Dr"w the flail-chart .od write • programme to find th, root
of bo, e<;luation F(x) • ,b, False position method.•
Draw bo. flow-chart f-na write • programme t. integrate bo,
given funotion u5ing 'frap.,zoidal rule.

Draw tho flow-chart oM "rite " prOgraIlllle to integrate tho
given function .using SiJlpson's 1/3 rule.

Dr!!•• 0 flo'''-ohart ••d write " programme fo< fitting .f 0

polynomial of degree n using Lagrange's interpolation

7.

formula.

Dtin, a .
flo ••-chart and write a programme to solve a given

differential equation using Euler's simple and modified

method.

8. Dra •• a flo"-chart and write a progralllme to solve a given

differentiai equation using Runge Kutla method.

9. Draw a flo"-chart and write a programme to solve given set

of simultaneous equations using Gauss elimination method.

10. Dra •• a flow-chart and IHite a programme to solve given set

of simultaneous equations using Gauss Seidal elimination

method.

11. Draw the flo"-chart and write a programme to integrate the

given function using Simpson's 3/B rule.

12. Draw a flow-ohart and Ilrite a programllle for finding the

inverse of a given matrix.

13. Write a programme for finding the transpose of a lIlatril{.,
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KS Jel: PHYSICS OF SKKICOfiDUCTORDEVICES

1. PROPRRTIKS at: SEKICQIfDUCTORS

RevieR of c~ystal structures and Energy bands of
semiconductors (Ga, Si, GaAs, IV-V, III-V, II~VI compound
semiconductors), charge carriers, minori~y and IIlsjox-ity
carriers, excess carriers and life tifle, , diffusion of
carriers end Einstein"s relation, Intrinsic and extrinsic
semiconductors, Position of Fermi level, degenerate and noo-
degenerate semiconductors, carrier concentration in
degenerate and non-degenerate cases, current transport.
internal field in a semiconductor with non-uniform doping.

2. MEASUREMENT at: ELECTRICAL PABAKRTRRS at: SRKlCOKDUCTOR

Resistivity, mobility, carrier concentration,
carrier types by Hall effect, Haynes-Schookley axperiment_
llIobility.diffusion constant and life time of minoritycarriers.

3. £.=II.JUNCTION DBVICRS

the junction diode : Junction in equ~libriulll.junctioh with
forward and reverse bias, current-voltage chliraoteril'!tioof
junction diode, electron hole injection efficiency, the

r geometry of the depletion layer, depletion. layer
"-- capacitance, diffusion capaoitance, Small eignal equivalent

cirouit of a P-N junction, switching characteristic.Breakdowns in P-N junotions.

I

Zener Diode
operation, device Reverse bias breakdown, prinoiple of

design for partioular breakdown voltage.
Varaotor Diode: Capaoitance of p-n junotion.
operation, equivalent oircuit, power relation,

,
principle of
applioations.

Tunnel Diode Degenerate semioonductors, principle of
operation, oirouit operation. applioations as an oscillator.
P~I-N Diode Intrinsic layer. principle of operation
behaviour of forward and reverse bias, equivalent oircuit,applications.

tlRTAI,-SHHTCOHDUCTOR JUNCTIOn DIODE

Structure, metal-semiconductor contaot, energy
band diagram for different oases, barrier formation,
Sohottky diodes-principle of operation, current transporttheory and applicationI'!.

5. BIPOLAR J!JBCTIOK TRANSISTOR

Structure, the principles of operation, the Ebers_
Koll equations and large signal transistor model, the
dependenoe of Ebers-Moll parameters on the structure and
operating point, maximum transistor ourrent, voltage andpower rating, transistor as a switoh.

6. FIBLD EFFECT TRANSISTOR

JFET, Principle of IGFET,
transistor operation, charge coupled
transistor as a memory elements.

KOS oapacitor,
devices (CCD),



- ----

7. poKER SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
General consideration, bipolar power transistor, thyristor

fsmily - the SCR , diac and triac.

8. BEGATlVE CONDUCTANCE MICROWAVE DKYlGES

IMf'ATT devices
applications, other

Read diode,
structures.

principle ,f operation,

I

GUNNdevices two valley semiconductors, transferred
electron mechanism, formation and drift of "'pace charge
domain, applications in resonant circuits.

RllFERKHCES

1. Solid State Electronic Devices
B. G. Streetman, Print ice Hall of India

2. Semiconductor and Electronic Devices
Adhir Bar-Lev,Printice Hall of India.

3. Physics of Semiconductor Devices
8.M.5ze, Wiley Eastern Ltd.

4. Semiconductor Devices and Circuits
Henry Zanger, John Wiley and Sons.

5. Physics of Microwave Sellliconductor Devices
and their application
H.A.Watson
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.lUi .3a2. ~ ATOMIC A.liD. MOLECULAR PHYSIQS.

1. m. KODEI, :EO.Jl.m YAI.!iHCE ELECTRONS.

LL coupling, SS coupling. L5 coupling, Pauli exclusion
principle, oOlilpling se;hemes for two elec,tr"ns, factors for
LS coupling, Lande interval ::'clle, bnmQhing rule, selectionrules, intensity relations.

Magnetio lllQlllent of the atom, Z,"eman effeot, intenSity
rules, calculatL;m of Zeeman pattern, Paschen back effect
L5 and JJ coupling and Paschen back effect, Breits scheme
for derivation of spectral term3, Paulis exclusjon prinQiple.

2. COMfLEX SPECTRA
Displacement la"" alteration law of multiplicities,

veator model for three ;;,ore valence eleQtrons. Lande
interval rule, inverted terms, !lund"s rule.

Zeeman effect and magnetio quantum nos.
speotra, magnetio energy and Lande g faotor,
effect in oomplex speotra.

in complex
Paschen baok

3. HypBRFIBB STRUCTURE

hyperfine
effect in
hyperfine

Introduction, hyperfine structure, and Lande inter'.ralrule,
nuolear interaction with one valence electron,
structure of two or more valence electrons, Zeeman
hyperfine struoture, Back Goudslllit effect instructure.

4. EURK ROTATION SPECTRA

Rotation of a linear system (classical and quantum
mechanical), rigid rotator. rotational energy levels and
their populations, interaction of radiation with rotating
molecules, rotational spectra of rigid rotators, seleotion
rules for linear moleoul~s, determination of moment of
inertia and bond length from rotational speotra, relative
intensities of spectral lines, Stark effeot in molecular
rotational speotra, molecular rotation-nt.clear spincoupling.

5. VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA

Vibrations of a single partiole, vibrations of two
particles ccnnected by a spring (classical), Harmonic
oscillator, vibrational energies of diatomic molecules,
interaction of radiation with vibrating molecules,
vibrational spectra of diatomic molecules, anharmonio
oscillator, deduction of molecular properties from
vibrational spectra of diatomic molecules.

6. ROTATION ~ VIBRATION SPECTRA

Diatomic vibrating rotator coupling of rotation and
vibration, rotation-vibration spe~tra. selection rules and
transitions for the vibrating rotator, intensities in
rotation and vibration spectrum, Parallel and perpendicular
bands of Linear molecules, Isotope effect-vibration.rotation.

15
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7. ELECTRONIC SPECTRA Ol'. ~ MOLECULES

Electronic energy, potgrti"l energy curves, stable and
unstable molecular states, vibra.tional structure of
electronic transitions, general formula, graphical
representation, isotope effect, rotational structure of
eleotronic "pe"tra, the branches of band, band head
fQrmalion, shading of bands: Fortrat diagram, isotope
effect, intensities in electronio bands-vibrational
structure- F-ranck condon principle, absorption and emission,rotati~nal structure, transition.

REFERENCES

1. Atomic Spectra _
( for topic 1 to

White
3 )

H.E.

2. Introduction to Molecular Spectroscopy _ C.M.Barrow,
H.Grl,i,w Hill, International Edition.
( for topic 4 to 6 )

3. Spectra of dh.tOlllio molecules Hersberg.
( for topic 7 )

4. Atollic Structure and Chemical Bond _
Hanas Chanda. He.Graw Hill
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KS 303 , ELEMENTS OF MATERIAL SCIEnCE

2.

l.Classifjoatjon .IlL Materials "
Selection of materials, Competetion among :the different
types of materials, Selecting an optimal metal, Modern
material needs, Structure proper types prooessing
relationships in materials. t~
PrQpertie~ 2L materials
Meghanjcal Properties, Mechanical fundamentals, isotropy and
anisotropy, stress and strain, Hook"s law and modulus of
material, Foisson' ration, stress-strain relation, Important
properties-strength, ductility, toughness, stiffness,
malleatility, plasticity, hardness, brittleness, creep and
fatigue.
Electrical Properties:Resistivity, Conductivity, Ionic
conductivity, Electronic conductivity, Factors affeoting
conduotivity. Other e1ectrioa1 characteristics such as
Superoonductivity, Ferroeleotrioity- and Piezoeleotricity,
dielectrio behaviour.,
Magnetic Properties: Magnetization, classification of
magnetic material. Magnetio domain, Magnetostriction,
Paramagnetism, Ferromagnetism. Diamagnetism.l Soft and hard
material, Ferrites. .
Thermal Properties, Heat capacity, expansion;! conductivity
and stresses. f,
Optical Properties: Electro-magnetic radiation, refraction,
reflection, absorption, transmission, color. -'.13. Diffusion
Classification of diffusion. mechanisms- vacanoy;
interstitial, direct interchange, Fioks first and seccnd
law, faotor affecting' diffusion coeffioient. self diffusion,
inter diffusion, diffusion ccuple, diffusion in oxides.
ionic crystals, grain boundary of surface diffusion,
activation of energy for diffusion, material prooessing and
diffusion. ;!

4.Phase diurrMls "
Basio concepts, solid solution, Hume-Rotheley's rules, phase
diagrams, phase rule, time temperature cooling curves,
construotion of -phase diagram, interpretation of phase
diagram, study of~phase diagram for oomplete solid solu-
tion, -eutectic diagl'alllwith no solid solution, euteotoid,
peritecti~ diagram.Microstructu~al diagram developments.
Study of Pb-Sn, Fe-C, Cu-Ni, A1203-Si02 systems.5 ,Polymers _}
Basic concept of polymer, chemistry of polymer, size of
polymer, lIlolecular weight, molecular shape, structure,
configuration, crystality, meohanism of polymerization,
structure verses properties of polymer, plastic and
elastomers, deformation of polymer.

6.CeramiCs
Classification of c",ramics, structure of oeramics, silicate
structure. mechani~al,thermal and electrical prcperties of
oeramic phases, applications. 1fi

1-1-

REFERENCES

Engineers-

,

Pvt. Ltd. ,N.Delhi.,
,;

Material Sciences and Process ,>
S.K.Hajra, Choudhary, Indian Book Distributing Co.
Material Science and Engineering
V.Raghavan, Prentioe Hall of India
Material Science and Engineering
W.D.Callister,Jr. w
Introduction to Material Soince for
J.F.Shaokelford, Macmillan Publishing-Company
Elements of Material Scinee and Engineering
L.M. Van Vlaok ,Actdission ~eston Publishing company.
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lUi aiM. .•.. SPHCIAl, l,ABORAIORY 1.

1. Study of magnetio susceptibility in liquids.

2. Study of magnetic properties of MnS04 (Gucy Method)

3. Determination of Hall coefficient of a given sample.

4. Study of phase diagrams by direct cooling curves.

5 .• Study of Electron Spin Resonance.

6. Study of thermoluminesoence of F centres .in alkali halide

crystals.

7. To study the intensity of Beta rays as they pass through

different thickness cf alluminium and to determine the

linear absorpticn coefficient.

8. Study the charasteristic of a Gl1 tube and determination of

its operating VOLTAGE.

8. Charaoteristic of solar cell Voc, Iso, RIO,dark/illuminated,

temparature dependance,spectral distribution,CV measurement.

H'l. Refractive index measurement by Emursion technique.

11. Study of Haynes Sohokley experiment for the determination of

mobility and diffusion constant.

12. Determination of heal capacity.

13. Study of dielectric behaviour of BaTiOS sample.

14. Determination of Curie point of a Ferromagnetic material.

15. Seeback measuTement and conduotivity measurements.

16. Study Hysterisis CUrVe.

17. Transmission of electromagnetic waves through aluminium.

18. To determine the stress ""train properties of plastic samples

on universal testing machine.

19. To determine tear strength of polymers.

20. To Ileasure share hardness of plastics and rubber samples.
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KS 401

. ,

, SOLID STATE PHYSICS II
.,.. ..

,
,
-i,

1. FERMI STiIlFAC1;S.

. Characteristios andFer~l surface and Bril' . construction of Fer~isuch as 1 - - OUln ZOOles F - _ surfaces
on Ferm: u:~~;llm,CDpPer and"gold. E~~:~~~urfaoes o~ _metal~
resonance. aces, De-riaas Van Alphan e~i eleotrlc field

ect, Cyclotron

2. DIELECTRICS

. Polarization, depolari .
dlele:tric oonstant and polar~atl?n.field, Lorentz field
~~lailon, utomic pOlarir::abili~~blilty, Clallsius Mossotti
lPO 8J:" ), complex die Is' eleotronlC, .ion-io' 'and

losses,dielectric losses anct°:1'e',' 't?nsta~t and dielectric- _ axa 10n time
3. MAGNRTISM

Diamagnetism - classical dcomparison with experiments p an quantum theories,
quantum theories, Ferrcmagnet~~:magnet:sm - olassloal ~nd
molecular field C _~ ' We~ss theory, W.nss. s, omparl~on of WelsB theory with
eXperlm?nts, Ferromagnetlc domains, Antiferromagnetism ~ two
~ublattlce mode;, ~uperexchange ~nteraction, Ferrimagnetism

struc~ure of .errltes, saturatlon magnetization, elements
of Nee I s thero,..

4 DEFECTa 1ft SOLIDS
Lattice vacancies, Schottky defects, Frenkel defects,

Diffusion, colcr centres, dlslocations, effect of defeots on
mechanical, electrical and optical properties.

5. SUPEBCONPW;llY.lT.1.
Occurrence, Miessner effect, critical field, type-I,

type II superoonductors, Critical currents, thermodynamios
of superconducting tr<,_nsitions, London equations, coherence
length, London penetration depth, BeS theory of
superconductivity, Hig~ Tc superconducting materials.

REFERENCES

1. Solid State Physics,
A.J.Dekkar, Nc Millan Students Ed_

2. Introduction to
C.Kittel, Wiley

Solid State Physics,
Eastern Ltd., Edition 5

\

3. Solid Stat~ Physics,
C.M.Kaehhava, Tata He Graw Hill Edition.

4. Solid State Physics,
N.W_Ashcroft and N.D.Mer",in, Holt- Saunders International Ed.

5. Solid State Physics,
L.Azzroff, Tatn Me Graw Hill Edition.
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.i.. TECHNIQ!!ES l1i MATERIALS CHARACTERIZATION

CHARACTERIZATIOH TECHNIQUES
L \_d_"'_'_~~~_____ . . of mate ria Is,

f character~zatlon. d structiveImportance or ization technlques,. e
classification o~ Ch~~~~~:~ues, eleclromagnetlc spectrum,
and no~-desiru~;~~;omagnetic radiation.propertles a e

INFRARED .'_P_E_C_T_RO_.'.COPI .
2._____ . ts for Infrared radIatIon

Range of IE absorption, ~eq~~~~~;~ion spectroscopy, LJ.~ea:I:
absorption, theory. of I lllol",cules, aSYllllOedtribolmolecub:~~l!lolecules, SYlOlletrl(, top beam and ou e
instrumentation- Single . 'on of IE speotroscopy,spectropholometers, Appllcatl
Limitation of 16 spectroscopy.

s.m,TE! VIm,ET .lllID YISIBI,E SPECTROSCOPY

Color "'-nd light absorption, the ch~omopho~e concep~,
f electronic: speotrosc:opy- orb;Ltal~ lnvolv~d In

theory 0 1••.• of 1'g't absorntlon_ Beer sandeleotronic transitions, ~ ~ ~ ~ UV
Lambert's laws, conventions, instrumentations _
spectrometer, sample and r~f~rence cells vacuum
ultraviolet, Applications of UVv;Lslble speotroscopy.

4.X-RAy DIFFRACTION

Crystalline state, x-ray diffraction processes,
preli~inary discussion of powder and single ~rystal
pattel'n and their information content, the produotlon and
rnonochr~lllatizatlon of x-ray diffraction, the use of method
of recording diffraction patterns of materials, additional
uses of x-ray diffraction data, structure determination ,
particle size determination, crystallography by diffraction
of radiatia]' other than x-ray.

5.RAHAN SPECTROSCOPy

Characteristic properties of Raman Lines, differences
between Ralflan speotra and infrared spectra, meohanism of
Raman effect, instrumentation, intensity of Raman Lines,
applioation of Raman spectroscopy, Laser Raman spectroscopy.

6. tfOSSBAlJER SPECTROSCOPy

Mossbauer effect, theory
instrumentation, application of

7. PHQIOEI.HCTRQN SPECTROSCOPY

of Mossbauer spectrosoopy,
Hossbauer spectrosoopy.

Introduction,
and applications. experimental teohniques, theory,

8. INTRODUCTION
Transmission TO Soanning eleotron

electron microsoopy. microscopy Md

20
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"' ~tiIa .,;".PHYSICS Ol. IIUIi FILHS

1. Va~iou~ ranges ofvacllum,conductance
down tillieand their relations.

"
impedance, speed,

•
pump-

2.
GPumps and Gauges for H.V. and U.H.V. Rotary diffusion
etter .pumps, evaporation, -P"tt-, . ,~ ~ lon, molecular drag,cryogenic and arhitron pump.

Thermocouple penning ( cold cathode ioni~ation gauge ),
Hot cathode ionization gauge, triode ionization, BayartAlpert gauge.

substrate
substrate

masks and
Vacuum system,

materials,
deposits,

technolpgy_
evaPoration'methods, resistive heating,

arc evaporation, exploding wire
evapOration, RF heating, electron

~'fJLUa deposition
Thermal evaporation,
Flash evaporation,
teohnique, Laser
bombardment heating.

Ca~hode sputtering, sputtering prooes, glow discharge
sputtering pressure, deposition distribution, current and
voltage dependanoe; cathode, contamination problem,deposition control.

Low pressure sputtering, magnetic field, assisted
(triode) sputtering, RF sputtering, Ion beam sputtering,
reactive sputtering, sputtering of multicomponent materials.

Chemical methods electrodeposition, electrolytic
deposition, eleotroless deposition, anode cxidation,
Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVO)- pyrolysis, Hydrcgen
reduction, Halide disproportionation, transfer reaction,polymerization_

Vacuum deposition apparatus ,
depositiom technology, substrate
cleaning, uniform and non-uniform
connections, multiple film deposition.

3.

4. Thickness measurments.;...cptical interferanoe techniques,
multiple beam interferometry, photomet~io method,
gravimetric method.

5 Nucleation, growl-h.and.structure Q!. films .;..
Condensation process, Langmuir-Frenkel theory of

condensation, theories of nucleation, capillarly theory,
Atomic theory, various stages of growth, some aspects of the
physical structure of fillllS, crystallic size, surface
roughness, density of thin films.

6 Mechanical properties, adhesion and its measurements
with various methods, stress measurements.
Electrical properties: Boltzmann equation, Fuch- Sondhemir
thecry, TCR and its variation, resistance variation of
very thin films, Hall effeot.

8

s

Optical properties: reflection, refraction, Fresnels
coefficients, complex refractive index, reflection and
antireflecting films, elli?sometry.
Application Q!..t..hillfilms; antireflection coating,
infrared anti-reflection coating, filters, polarizers,
resistors, capacitors, diodes, transistors, computer memory
devices, thin film solar cell, thin film transducers.

REFERENCES
1. Thin Film Phenamenon, Mc.Graw Hill,11l69

K.L. Chopra
2. Hand Book of Thin Film ~echnology, Mc.Graw Hill,1970

L.I. Maissel and R. GIang,
3. Thin Film Technology, Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1968
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lt5.. iiM. .:.. SPECIAL LABORATOBYII

1-

2.

To determine the pumping speed of rotary pump.
Thin film deposition by evaporation method,

3. To study the kinetic of crystallization of polymers.

4. Study of corrosion of metals.

5.

6.

To study the deformation behaviour of FCC,
metals.
To determine the transition temperature and
transition of the given sample of BaTi03 solid

7. To study the following by etch technique
(a) dislocation in NaC! crystal
(b) Grain_ and twin boundaries in alpha brass.

He? and BCe

the heat of
solution.

8, Crystal struoture
technique.

determination by X-ray diffraction

9. Study of crY'll!!.1.~growth.

Hl. Electroplating and study of adhesion, porosity and etching.

11. Study of pholoeleotrochemical solar cell.

12. Keasurement of thickness of thin fil!"s_

13. Diffusion coefficient measurement lising resistivity plots.

14. Schottky barrier determination for varicus semiconductor.

15. Synthesis cf Y1Ba2Cu301- bulk supereonduetor by solid state
reaction method and the observation of Meissner effect.

16. Determination
superconductor
R!easurement-.

of transistion
by the method of

temperature
low temperature

of given
resistivity

11. Determination 01:' oxygen content In a 123 superconductor.

18. Study of Infrared spectra.

19. Study of ultra violet spectra.

20. To study the effect of molecular weight of polymers on
viscosi ty.

21. Density measurement of polymer samples.

22. To determine the softening point of plastics.

23. Experiments on He-Ne Laser

i) Study of
determine

power distribution within
the Laser beam quality.

Laser beaR! .nd

ii)

iv)

v)

Study of b,"" divergence ood beam diameter.

Study of pointing stability.

Study of depth of focus of • lens .

Study of focus spot size.

22
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